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A TRANSITIVE MEDIAL SUBSPACE LATTICE

K. J. HARRISON, HEYDAR RADJAVI AND PETER ROSENTHAL

Abstract. We give an example of a transitive medial lattice of

subspaces of Hubert space which has four nontrivial elements.

Let 3C be a separable infinite-dimensional Hubert space (real or

complex). A subspace of 3C is a closed linear manifold. If A is a

bounded linear operator on 3C, then the collection of all subspaces

invariant under A is a lattice. There has been some study of the

lattices that can occur as invariant subspace lattices (cf. [2] and

references given there).

Recently Halmos [l ] initiated the study of the lattices that can

occur as the invariant subspace lattices of collections of operators.

A subspace lattice is transitive if the only bounded operators which

leave invariant all the subspaces in the lattice are the multiples of the

identity operator. The basic problem of characterizing transitive

lattices seems to be difficult. A lattice with 0 and 1 is said to be

medial if every pair of distinct nontrivial (i.e. neither 0 nor 1) ele-

ments are complements of each other. Halmos [l] has given an

example of a transitive medial subspace lattice with 5 nontrivial

elements, and has shown that every transitive medial lattice of

subspaces of a finite-dimensional space of (complex) dimension

greater than 2 has at least 5 nontrivial elements.

In this note we give an example of a transitive medial lattice of

subspaces of separable Hubert space which has 4 nontrivial elements.

We think that the number 4 is minimal, but we have been unable to

prove it.

To construct the example let X be a Hubert space with orthonor-

mal basis {e„}r,,-». Let 3C = 3C©X and let Sfllzo, anhand 3TC«,denote

the subspaces 3C0O, 0©3C and {(x, x): x£x} of X. Let a„ = l for

k^O and an = exp(( — l)nn\) for «>0. Let T be the operator defined

by

M    12 y*e» ) = (   2- ynoenen+i
\ n=—oo / ^ ns—oo

on  the domain 2D = { ^"_ _ «, ynen: 22"_ _ * | ynan |2 < °o }. Then it is
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easily verified that F is a closed operator, i.e., that the subspace

3TCt = {(x, Tx) ; xE 3D} is a closed subspace of 3C.

Theorem. The set {{o}, 3C, 3TCl0, 3TCo*, ÜH«, 3Tlr} is a transitive

medial lattice.

Proof. We first show that the set is a medial lattice. For this we

shall need some facts about T:

(i) The closure of the range of T is X, since enGrange F for all re.

(ii) The closure of the range of (F— 1) is X, since if x= ¿1 xnen is

orthogonal to (T—l)e„ for all re, then a„xn+x— x„ = 0 for all re. There-

fore, since o:„ = l for re^O, xn=x0 for all negative re and thus x0 = 0.

Since every a„ is positive, it follows that xn =0 for all re.

(iii) Null F= {o}, since«„t^O for all re.

(iv) Null (F-l)= {0}, for if (F-l)2>„en = 0, then xn+1=anxn,

and, as in (ii), we get x„ = 0 for all re.

We must show that any two nontrivial elements of the lattice are

complementary.

(a) 3rcl0n3rtr = {o! by(iii),and3Iïl0V3TÏ7' = ÎICby (i).

(b) 3Ii«n 3trr = {0 } by (iv), and 3IÏ« V 3TCr = XL by (ii).

The other pairs are trivially seen to be complementary, and thus

the set is a medial lattice.

We now show that the lattice is transitive. Obviously every

operator which leaves 3Til0, 3TCox and 3TÍ« invariant can be written

A®A where A is an operator on X. We must show that A is a

multiple of the identity. It follows from the invariance of 3TCr under

A® A that 3D is invariant under A and that AT = TA on 3D.

Note that for every # G 3D, (Tx, e„) =a„~.x(x, e„_i). Since (A Fem_1( en)

= (TAem-x, en) for all m and re, it follows that <xm-x(Aem, en)

= a„_i(^4em_i, e„_i). Thus (Aen,en) is a constant independent of re. If A

were not a multiple of the identity, there would exist distinct integers

m and re such that (Aem, en)?i0. But the above computation implies

that

«n<*n+l  '   "   - <Xn+k-X
(Ae^+ic, en+k) =-(Aem, en)       for k > 0.

OlmOtm+l '   •  • Oim+i-1

The proof will be completed if we show that (Aem+k, en+k) is not

bounded as &—> », because this would contradict the fact that A is

bounded.

The fraction on the right-hand side of the above equation can be

rewritten as

Ciam+*o!m+*-i • • ■ otn+k—x    or    C2(a„+ka„+k+x • ■ ■ ajH-t-i)-1
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according as n>m or m>n, where ci and c2 are nonzero numbers not

depending on k. In both cases the fraction is unbounded: just observe

that if r is a fixed integer and if

Pi = «yay+i • • • «y+r,

then lim supy-oo £y = °° and lim infy-»M Py = 0.
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